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of Greenhouse gas 
emissions sequestered

1.05 Kgs/pr.

99-1-8110 X2S-X3L

NBR Coated 15 ga. 
Nylon/Spandex
+ 15 ga. nylon/spandex shell
+ Foam NBR palm coating 

w/textured finish
+ Elastic knit wrist  

w/hemmed cuff

Abrasion Heat Tear Breathable Grip

of Greenhouse gas 
emissions sequestered

1.49 Kgs/pr.
of Greenhouse gas 

emissions sequestered

1.25 Kgs/pr.

99-1-8130 X2S-X3L

NBR Coated 15 ga. HPPE
+ 15 ga. HPPE shell
+ Foam NBR palm coating  

w/textured finish
+ Reinforced thumb saddle
+ Elastic knit wrist  

w/hemmed cuff

Abrasion Cut Heat Puncture Grip

of Greenhouse gas 
emissions sequestered

0.76 Kgs/pr.

99-1-8120 X2S-X3L

NBR Coated 15 ga. HPPE
+ 15 ga. HPPE shell
+ Foam NBR palm coating  

w/textured finish
+ Reinforced thumb saddle
+ Elastic knit wrist  

w/hemmed cuff

Abrasion Cut Heat Puncture Grip

99-1-8160 X2S-X3L

NBR Coated 15 ga. HPPE
+ 15 ga. HPPE shell
+ Foam NBR palm coating  

w/textured finish
+ Reinforced thumb saddle
+ Elastic knit wrist  

w/hemmed cuff

Abrasion Cut Heat Puncture Touchscreen

As a socially responsible company, Bob Dale Gloves (BDG®) is committed to reaching our sustainability goals.  
Several initiatives are currently underway to reduce our footprint and better the world in which we work, live 
and play. Designed to not only protect the user, our ecological gloves and apparel are designed to respect 
and protect our planet as well. BDGplanet™ products are crafted to reduce our impact on the environment.

helping hands for planet earth

CERTIFIED NET ZERO 
EMISSION GLOVES THROUGH 
CARBON INSETTING

SIZES ITEM #

X2S 99-1-8110-5

XS 99-1-8110-6

S 99-1-8110-7

M 99-1-8110-8

L 99-1-8110-9

XL 99-1-8110-10

X2L 99-1-8110-11

X3L 99-1-8110-12

SIZES ITEM #

X2S 99-1-8130-5

XS 99-1-8130-6

S 99-1-8130-7

M 99-1-8130-8

L 99-1-8130-9

XL 99-1-8130-10

X2L 99-1-8130-11

X3L 99-1-8130-12

SIZES ITEM #

X2S 99-1-8120-5

XS 99-1-8120-6

S 99-1-8120-7

M 99-1-8120-8

L 99-1-8120-9

XL 99-1-8120-10

X2L 99-1-8120-11

X3L 99-1-8120-12

SIZES ITEM #

X2S 99-1-8160-5

XS 99-1-8160-6

S 99-1-8160-7

M 99-1-8160-8

L 99-1-8160-9

XL 99-1-8160-10

X2L 99-1-8160-11

X3L 99-1-8160-12
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What is the difference between  
Carbon Insetting and Carbon Offsetting?
While both carbon insetting and offsetting achieve the same result, there are very 
important differences in how they reach the desired impact. Carbon insetting units 
are generated within the value chain (proactive approach) vs. carbon offsetting units 
are obtained from outside the value chain (reactive approach). Basically, what this 
means is by generating carbon inset units the organization is required to change 
their process to proactively counteract the carbon footprint within the process as 
opposed to offsetting which requires purchasing units outside of the process. In the 
end carbon insetting has a more direct and positive impact on combating climate 
change through the process.

Offsetting

What is a Carbon Footprint?
A carbon footprint is the impact on the environment, primarily the amount of carbon 
dioxide released into the atmosphere, as a result of the activities of a particular 
individual or organization.

We assessed the carbon footprint  
created when producing our gloves. We then 
measured the amount of carbon removed from 
the atmosphere through our land conservation 
project, and quantified this sequestered 
amount into “carbon inset units”.

Captured carbon inset units are  
set against the greenhouse gas emissions 
released during glove production. This balance 
creates an overall neutral impact on the 
environment.

The Life-Cycle Analysis approach  
calculates the carbon footprint through  
the measurement of the entire production 
process – assessing all activities, from 
raw material extraction to goods leaving 
manufacturing facilities.

THE PROCESS ON BECOMING CARBON NEUTRAL THROUGH PRODUCTION AND INSETTING:

CARBON INSET UNITS TO 
NULLIFY EMISSIONS

CARBON FOOTPRINT 
ASSESSMENT

CARBON FOOTPRINT 
CALCULATION

Carbon 
Footprint

Insetting

CERTIFIED NET ZERO 
EMISSION GLOVES THROUGH 
CARBON INSETTING
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